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3.3 - Computer hardware failure modes and effects

To adequately understand the function of a system 
under failed conditions, it is necessary to look 
“inside” its components to see how they can fail and 
how these failures alter their behavior. 

Discussion begins with the computer’s most basic 
ingredient—the digital integrated circuit.



1. The Digital Integrated Circuit
Physical construction



The Digital Integrated Circuit
Two types of pins:

Signal pins (most of them)
Allow the exchange of data along the circuit.

Support pins (two or more)
Are used to supply power to the IC.



The Digital Integrated Circuit – Failure behavior

Given correct inputs, provides incorrect outputs, or 
at  the wrong time/with wrong timing. 

But HOW does this happen?



The Digital Integrated Circuit –
Failure modes

Basically, 3 ways
1.) Input data is altered between the pins and the chip; 
2) Output data is altered between chip and the pins; 
3) The chip fails to perform its intended input/output 
function.



Given a set of binary inputs, the integrated circuit 
can generate virtually any binary output.



What else can fail?



What else can fail
2. Electronic components



What else can fail 
3. Memory and CPU

What can go wrong
The memory, given an input address, will fail to 
correctly store or return stored data and/or 
instructions from/to that address.



What else can fail
3. Memory and CPU
Failures internal to the CPU are not a direct threat—it is the propagation 
of these failures to the outside that produces safety concern



What else can fail 
4. Input and Output modules
The multi-input A/D converter employs a combination of analog and 
digital circuits. Thus, its failure modes will include those found in both 
types of circuits.



What else can fail 
5. Input and Output devices



What else can fail 
5. Input and Output devices



What else can fail 
6. Communication Modules
Employ both analog and digital electronics and are coupled to 
communication lines or busses using a variety of devices such as 
optoisolators, electrical transformers, and optical transceivers (fiber 
optics). Failure modes for these kinds of devices have already been 
discussed. Accordingly, a communication module could experience 
failure by:

Failing to transmit and/or receive data
Transmitting incorrect data
Distorting received data



What else can fail 
7. Peripheral units

Includes disk drives, tape drives, printers, event recorders, etc. 
Usually not considered safety-critical items, but faults in these units 
could produce failures in the real-time operational system.



Computer software failure modes and effects

Programs can and do fail and, like hardware failures, 
can produce incorrect operator and effector outputs 
that can lead to mishaps.

3.4 Software faults and failures



Fault-free software
For example, the home microwave oven, VCR, and 
modern automotive systems rarely exhibit software 
“bugs.” If one looks at software in these applications, 
it is found that it
Usually employs discrete variables only
Involves a finite discrete input/output function
Has no real-time constraints
Can be exhaustively tested

Not so complex appliances!



Software faults, failures and effects
3 types of software

Development 
software



Software faults, failures and effects
Application Software Faults

There are three basic categories of software faults:
Misinterpreted requirements
Incorrect software design or implementation
Clerical error



Misinterpreted requirements example:
Imagine a written requirement that states: 

“With the PURGE switch “on,” the nitrogen valves 
should be open. With the RUN switch “on,” the 
oxygen valve and the hydrogen valves should be 
open.” 

Software faults, failures and effects
Misinterpreted requirements



Now, suppose that statement is misunderstood to 
mean: “With the RUN switch “on,” the nitrogen
valves should be open. With the PURGE switch “on”, 
the oxygen valve and the hydrogen valves should be 
open.” 

Software faults, failures and effects
Misinterpreted requirements

Pop-up quiz: What will happen 
if the PURGE switch is pressed 
in a situation like this? 



Software faults, failures and effects
Misinterpreted requirements

If this misinterpretation is implemented, the PURGE 
switch, intended to make the system safe, becomes a 
trigger for an explosion.

The documents were correctly 
written, but the programmer 
interpreted it erroneously. This 
looks obvious in a small example, 
but software requirements 
documentation may have more than 
100 pages of text.



Software faults, failures and effects
Incorrect Software Design or Implementation
Requirements correctly understood, but software has 

coding errors, where the programmer may be…
Mistaking the correct logic operator (AND, OR, NOT, …)
Using the wrong variable name
Employing the wrong function
Mistaking a loop index range
Failing to initialize variables
Calling the wrong subroutine
Falling into an infinite loop, etc



Software faults, failures and effects
Clerical errors

Typographic errors…
E.g.: Writing 0.9 instead of -0.9



3.5 Design faults and failures
How do they originate?

Personnel Error
Limited Engineering Knowledge
Added Complexity – for safety-critical systems



Potential consequences


